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1

Introduction
This booklet is mainly aimed at proprietors or contractors whose
employees are required to carry out work in confined spaces. It
contains simple and practical guidance on safe work in confined
spaces and other useful information. It will also be a useful
source of information on protecting personal safety and health
at work for self-employed persons, employees and anyone
involved in carrying out work in confined spaces.
For the Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Confined Spaces)
Regulation enacted in 1999, please refer to the relevant brief
guide published by the Labour Department.
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Confined spaces can be deadly
Work in confined spaces can kill or cause injuries in any
industries, ranging from those involving complex plant through
to simple storage. Those victims include not only people
working in the confined space but also those who try to rescue
them without proper training and equipment.
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What is a “confined space”?
It can be any space in which, by virtue of its enclosed nature,
there arises a risk of death or serious injury for people working
there.
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Some confined spaces are fairly easy
to identify, e.g. enclosures with limited
openings:

■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

storage tanks;
silos;
reaction vessels;
enclosed drains;
sewers;
wells;
tunnels;
pits;
caissons;
shafts.

Others may be less obvious, but can
be equally dangerous, for example:

■
■
■
■
■

chambers;
vats;
combustion chambers in furnaces;
pipes;
unventilated or poorly ventilated
rooms;

■ flues;
■ hatches.
It is not possible to provide a
comprehensive list of confined spaces.
Some places may become confined
spaces when work is carried out, or
during their construction, fabrication or
subsequent modification.
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W hat ar e the danger s fr om confined
spaces?
Dangers can arise in confined spaces because of:
■ Fire or explosion, e.g. from flammable vapours, excess
oxygen, etc.
■ Presence of dust in high concentrations, e.g. in flour silos.
■ Hot conditions leading to a dangerous increase in body
temperature.
■ A lack of oxygen.
This can occur:
- where there is a reaction between the soils and the
oxygen in the atmosphere, resulting in the oxygen being
used up by the soil ingredients;
- where there is a reaction between the goods stored and
the oxygen in the atmosphere, resulting in the oxygen
being used up;
- inside steel tanks and vessels when rust forms.
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■ Poisonous gases, fumes or vapours.
These can:
- build up in sewers and manholes and in pits connected to
the system;
- enter tanks or vessels from connecting pipes;
- leak into trenches and pits in contaminated land, such as
old refuse tips and old gas works.
■ Liquids and solids which can suddenly release hazardous
gases, fumes or vapours when disturbed.
■ Residues left in tanks, vessels, etc. which can give off
hazardous gases, fumes or vapours.
■ Drowning of workers arising from an increase in the level of
liquid.
■ Free flowing solids such as grain and concrete which can
partially solidify or “bridge” in silos. They can collapse
unexpectedly when disturbed and press against workers
resulting in asphyxiation.
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Some of the above conditions may already be present in the
confined space. However, some may arise through the work
being carried out, or because of ineffective isolation of plant
nearby, e.g. leakage from a pipe connected to the confined
space. The enclosed working space may also give rise to other
dangers due to the work being carried out. For example:
■ Machinery being used may generate dust and require special
precautions, such as provision of local exhaust system for
portable grinders or special precautions against electric
shock;
■ Hazardous gases, fumes or vapours can arise from welding,
or by use of volatile and flammable solvents, adhesives, etc.
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Basic principles of safety precautions for
confined space work
5.1 Avoid entering confined spaces, e.g. by doing the work
from outside;
5.2 If entry to a confined space is unavoidable, develop and
implement a safe system of work; and
5.3 Devise an appropriate emergency plan before the work
starts.
The following is an elaboration of these basic principles and
what you need to do.

5.1 Avoid entering confined spaces
You need to check if the work can be done another way so
that entry to or work in confined spaces is avoided. Better
work-planning or a different approach can reduce the need for
confined space working.
Ask yourself if the intended work is really necessary, or if you
could:
■ modify the confined space itself or other plant to eliminate
the confined space;
■ have the work done from outside, for example:
- blockages in silos can be cleared by use of remotely
operated vibrators or air washers;
- inspection, sampling and cleaning operations can be done
from outside the space using appropriate equipment and
tools; and
- remote control monitors can be used for internal
inspection of vessels.
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5.2 Safe system of work
If entry to a confined space is unavoidable, a safe system for
working inside the space should be developed.
A “competent person” should be appointed to carry out a risk
assessment of the conditions and the work and activities to be
conducted in the confined space, and identify the necessary
safety precautions to be taken according to the findings to
avoid posing hazards to workers. The “competent person”
should make recommendations on safety precautions to be
taken having regard to the nature of the confined space, the
associated risk and the work involved.
A "competent person" means a person (a) who has attained the age of 18 years;
(b) who is either (i) a safety officer registered under the
Factories and Industrial Undertakings
(Safety Officers and Safety
Supervisors) Regulations; or
(ii) a person who holds a certificate issued
by a person whom the Commissioner
for Labour has authorized to certify
persons as being competent to prepare
risk assessment reports; and
(c) who has at least one year's relevant
experience, after obtaining the registration
or certification referred to in paragraph
b(i) or (ii), in assessing risk to the safety
and health of workers working in confined
spaces.

Make sure that the safe system of work, including the
precautions identified, is developed and put into practice.
Everyone involved will need to be properly trained and
instructed to make sure they know what to do and how to do it
safely.
The following checklist is not intended to be exhaustive but
includes many of the essential elements for reference to help
prepare a safe system of work.
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■ Appoint suitable persons for the work
Suitable workers should meet the following requirements:
- have received training to become “certified workers”;
- have sufficient experience in the type of work to be carried
out;
- have a suitable build for the work if the risk assessment
highlights exceptional constraints as a result of the physical
layout;
- be fit to wear breathing apparatus if the work requires the use
of such apparatus, and there is no medical advice against an
individual’s suitability to work in a confined space.
“Certified worker” means a person (a) who has attained the age of 18 years; and
(b) who holds a certificate issued by a person whom the Commissioner for
Labour has authorized to certify workers as being competent to work in a
confined space.
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■ Isolation
Disconnect and properly lock
off the power supply of all the
machinery and equipment
that could cause hazards in
a confined space; blank off
pipelines and service pipes
with contents that could
cause hazards; take effective
steps to prevent an ingress or
in-rush to the confined space
of hazardous gas, vapour,
dust, fume or free flowing
solid and liquid.

■ Cleaning and cooling before entry
A confined space should be adequately purged before the entry
of workers to ensure that no sludge or other deposits will give off
hazardous gas, vapour, dust or fume during the course of work.
If steam cleaning is used, sufficient time should be allowed for
cooling to ensure that it is safe to work in the confined space.
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■ Check the size of the entrance
Is the entrance big enough to allow workers wearing all the
necessary equipment to get in and out easily, and provide
safe access and egress in an emergency? For example, if the
entrance is narrow, air-line breathing apparatus should be used
instead of self-contained breathing apparatus which is more
bulky and therefore restricts passage.

■ Provision of ventilation
You may increase the number of openings and therefore
improve ventilation. Mechanical ventilation may be necessary
to ensure an adequate supply of fresh air. Do not use oxygen
to freshen the air inside the confined space as this will greatly
increase the risk of fire or explosion. Adequate supply of fresh
air is of particular importance if compressed gas or burning
equipment is used inside the confined space because of the
dangers from build-up of engine exhaust.
Warning: Exhaust from fuelled engines contains carbon monoxide which is so
dangerous that use of such equipment in confined spaces should
never be allowed.
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■ Testing the air
This is necessary in order to check
that the air is free from both toxic
and flammable gases, and that there
is no deficiency in oxygen and the
air is fit to breathe. Testing should
be carried out by a competent
person using a suitable gas detector
which is correctly calibrated. Where
the risk assessment indicates that
conditions may change in the course
of work, or as a further precaution,
continuous air monitoring as
advised by the competent person is
required.

■ Provision of special tools
and lighting
Non-sparking tools and specially
protected lighting are essential
where flammable or potentially
explosive atmospheres are likely. In
certain confined spaces (e.g. inside
metal tanks), suitable precautions
to prevent electric shock include the
use of extra low voltage equipment
(voltage not exceeding 50 volts
alternating current or 120 volts direct
current whether between conductors
or to earth) and, where necessary,
residual current devices.
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■ Provision of personal protective equipment
Where the use of “approved breathing
apparatus” is recommended in a
risk assessment report, or entry into
a confined space for underground
pipework is required, it is required to
ensure that any person entering or
remaining in the confined space:
- is properly wearing an approved
breathing apparatus of a type that
gives appropriate protection given
the nature of the confined space;

“Approved breathing apparatus” refers to
the type of breathing apparatus which has
been approved by the Commissioner for
Labour under section 12 of the Factories
and Industrial Undertakings (Confined
Spaces) Regulation.

- is wearing a suitable safety
harness connected to a
lifeline that is strong enough
to enable him to be pulled out,
and that the free end is held
by a person staying outside
the confined space who has
sufficient physical strength
to be capable of pulling the
worker out of the confined
space in an emergency. That
person must remain in situ
throughout the course of
work.
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■ Issuance of safety certificate
te

tifica

y Cer

Safet

You must issue a safety certificate, which
ensures that all the safety precautions
are in place and a formal check has
been undertaken before workers are
allowed to enter or work in the confined
space. The certificate specifies the
period during which workers may remain
safely in the confined space. It is also
a means of communication between
site management, supervisors, and
those carrying out the hazardous work.
Essential features of a safety certificate
are:

- location of the confined space;
- names of workers who are going to enter the confined space;
- names of persons who may authorize particular jobs and any
limits to their authority;
- risk control measures;
- name of person who is responsible for specifying the
necessary precautions (e.g. isolation, air testing, emergency
arrangements, etc.);
- name of person staying outside the confined space;
- period during which workers may remain safely in the
confined space.
Note: The risk assessment report and the safety certificate must be displayed
in a conspicuous position at the entrance to the confined space.
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5.3 Emergency plan
To deal with any serious and imminent danger to workers
inside a confined space, appropriate emergency procedures
should be formulated and implemented according to the nature
of the confined space, the risks involved and the nature of an
emergency rescue.
Provide and keep readily available in a satisfactory condition a
sufficient supply of:
■
■
■
■
■

approved breathing apparatus;
suitable reviving apparatus;
vessels containing oxygen or air;
safety harness and ropes;
an audio and visual alarm for alerting others outside the
confined space.

You should consider the following:

■ Communications
How can an emergency
call be communicated from
inside the confined space to
people outside so that rescue
procedures can start? Don’t
forget that an emergency
may occur during night shifts,
weekends and times when
the premises are closed,
e.g. public holidays. Also,
consider what might happen
and how the alarm can be
raised.
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■ Liaison and rescue
When work is being carried out in a confined space, another
person should be assigned to station outside the confined
space to maintain communication with the worker inside.
Sufficient number of rescue personnel should also be made
available outside the confined space. These persons need
to be properly trained in rescues, physically fit and readily
available to carry out rescue tasks, and capable of using any
rescue equipment provided, e.g. breathing apparatus, reviving
apparatus, lifelines and firefighting equipment. They should
also be adequately protected against any harm.

■ Shut down
It may be necessary to shut down adjacent plant before
attempting emergency rescue.

■ First-aid procedures
Qualified first-aiders need to be available to make proper use of
any necessary first-aid equipment provided.

■ Drills
Drills for the rescue should be conducted periodically for
gaining practical experience and making sure that the rescue
personnel understand and are familiar with the necessary
rescue procedures.

■ Emergency services
Procedures to notify emergency services departments (e.g.
Fire Services Department) in case of an emergency should be
formulated in advance. Preparation should also be made to
provide these emergency services departments with relevant
information on their arrival to help them understand the dangers
in the confined space.
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Relevant legislation
The Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Confined Spaces)
Regulation is the main legislation governing work that takes place
within a confined space. The full text of the Regulation can be
purchased from the Government Publications Centre or downloaded
from the Internet at http://www.legislation.gov.hk/eng/home.htm.
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Relevant publications of the Department
■ A Brief Guide to the Factories and Industrial Undertakings (Confined
Spaces) Regulation;
■ Safe Systems of Work;
■ Five Steps to Risk Assessment;
■ Guidance Notes on Classification and Use of Safety Belts and
Their Anchorage Systems;
■ Code of Practice for Safety and Health at Work in Confined
Spaces.
The above publications are issued free of charge and can be obtained
from offices of the Occupational Safety and Health Branch of the
Labour Department.
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Enquiries
For enquiries on this booklet or advice on occupational safety and
health matters, please contact the Occupational Safety and Health
Branch of the Labour Department through:
Telephone: 2559 2297 (auto-recording after office hours)
Fax: 2915 1410
E-mail: enquiry@labour.gov.hk
Information on the services offered by the Labour Department and on
major labour legislation can also be found by visiting our website at
http://www.labour.gov.hk.
Information on the services provided by the Occupational Safety and
Health Council can be obtained through its OSH hotline at 2739 9000.
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Complaints
If you have any complaints about unsafe workplaces and practices,
please call the Labour Department’s occupational safety and health
complaint hotline at 2542 2172. All complaints will be treated in the
strictest confidence.
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